Bojana Coklyat is a disabled artist, 2019-2020 J. William Fulbright alumni and previous project leader at the NYC Museum Arts and Culture Access Consortium (MAC). In 2019, she curated “Crip Imponderabilia”, the first gallery exhibit at NYU centering all disabled artists and disability culture. Around this time, she began collaborating with Shannon Finnegan on the Alt-Text as Poetry project. Recently, Coklyat has taken on the position of associate producer on a film funded by the American Foundation for the Blind, featuring a variety of different people in the blind community.

Image Description: Bojana, a white woman with blond hair pulled back into a ponytail gives off casual and cheerful vibes. She looks directly at the camera, holding a large cup of coffee. She is in a cute little lunch spot, wearing a white T-shirt and long chain necklace.